In soft object modeling, in order to make the shapes of primitive soft objects more diverse, this paper proposes ray-scaling operations to deform a primitive soft object. The proposed ray-scaling operations perform scaling via a given scaling object. But unlike scaling of affine transform which gives the same scaling factor to all the points, ray-scaling operations give each point in different directions an individual and a different scaling factor obtained from the ray-scaling object. As a result, by choosing suitable scaling objects, ray-scaling operations are able to erode or dilate a soft object locally with many special deformation effects. This paper also applies super-ellipsoids, super-quadrics and generalized distance functions to define a scaling object, and then successfully deforms a sphere into a six-balled, eight-balled or ten-balled object by using scaling objects of polyhedron, each of whose facets can deform to be a ball.
Introduction
In soft object modeling, a primitive soft object is defined as a level surface of field functions, called defined functions. Furthermore, primitive soft objects are connected smoothly by blending operations, such as Boolean set operators in [1] - [7] for creating a more complex objetct. Especially, because field function is required to decrease from 1 to 0, soft objects can also be blended easily by performing addition only. Existing field functions can be found in [8] - [13] .
To obtain primitive soft objects with more diverse shapes, in addition to developing new filed functions, deforming a soft object is a good method, such as affine transform [14] which are applied for translation, rotation, and scaling by using a matrix multiplication of a transformation matrix and a position vector instead of a point before calculating field function. However, unlike scaling of affine transform which performs a matrix multiplication on a point before calculating the function, this paper proposes an a new method for scaling called ray-scaling operations. A ray-scaling operation scales a soft object via a given scaling object by using a function operation of the defining functions of the soft object and the scaling object. Whereas scaling of affine transform only enlarge or shrink the deformed object proportionally and totally with the same scaling factor with respect to all the points in space, the proposed ray-scaling operation can scale a soft object with an individual and a different scaling factor assigned to each point in different directions, i.e. for any point, its scaling factor is decided by the intersection point of the scaling object and the vector from the origin to the point. Thus, by choosing suitable scaling objects, ray-scaling operations can deform (erode or dilate) a soft object locally, not entirely, with a lot of deformation effects. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews some related works about soft objects. Section 3 introduces ray-scaling operations. Conclusions are given in Section 4.
Related Works

Soft Object Modeling
A primitive soft object, is defined implicitly by using a field function fi(X):R 3 R+ as a defining function, and is represented by the point set
where X (x, y, z)R 3 and R+[0, ] in R. In the following, a soft object is denoted as fi(X)=0.5 for short. And a field function fi(X) is usually defined as a composition of a potential function P(d) and a distance function di(X) by [1, 0] decreases from 1 to 0 as d increases from 0 to 1 and P(0.5)=0.5. Existing potential functions can be found in [10] , [11] , [13] , [15] . Distance function di(X) maps R 3 into [0, ] and is used to control the shape and size of soft object fi(X)=0.5. In fact, di(X) is represented using influential radius Rd by
where Rd = oI is called influential radius and r= oX is (x 2 +y 2 +z 2 ) 0.5 , as in Fig. 1(a) . Rd is the distance from the origin to the intersecting point of [x, y, z] with the influential region di(X)=1. The subscript d of Rd is to symbolize that Rd is an influential radius calculated by using d(X)=1 as the influential region. Thus, because P(0.5)=0.5 must hold, the shape of the soft object fi(X)=(P。di)(X)=0.5 is the same as the shape di(X)=0.5.
Some of existing distance functions were presented such as:
 LP distance metrics [11] , [12] :
 Super-quadrics [9] :
 Generalized distance functions [8] :
where  represents dot product operation and ni, i=1, …,k, are unit normal vectors of planes.
Blending Operations
A Blending operation can create a more complex soft object by smoothly connecting k primitive soft objects f1(X)=0.5,..., and fk(X)=0.5 through a blending operator Bk(x1,...,xk):R+ k R+ and it is written as the set
Existing blending operators can be found in [1] - [7] , which include Boolean set operations such as: Soft union blend [10] , [11] by Bk(x1,…,xk)=x1+x2 +…+xk, super-ellipsoidal union by Bk(x1,…,xk)=(x1 p +…+xk p ) 1/p [7] and intersection blends [7] by Bk(x1,…,xk)=(x1 p +…+xk p ) 1/p and Bk(x1,…,xk)= (x1 -p +…+ xk -p ) -1/p . Fig. 1(b) shows a die created by Boolean set operations. [4] to show how to be a distance function for a function or an operation: 
Theorem 1 was proposed in

Overall Scaling of Affine Transform
Let M be a 43 transformation matrix:
an affine transformation
A(X):R 3 R 3 on a point X is written by A(X)=PM. Thus, a soft object fi(X)=0.5 can be deformed via affine transform [14] by 
Ray-Scaling Operations
This section proposes ray-scaling operations that can scale a soft object by offering every vector from the origin an individual scaling factor in all directions. As a result, the proposed ray-scaling operations can erode or dilate an soft object partially and locally.
Let d(X) and T(X) be ray-linear functions. Then, a ray-scaling operation of d(X) by T(X), denoted as (dT)(X), is defined by:
where r=(x 2 +y 2 +z 2 ) 0.5 and nR. Furthermore, based on ray-scaling operation (dT)(X), a soft object (P。d)(X)=0.5 ray-scaled by scaling
In (4), it is trivial to show (dT)(X) is a ray-linear function. Since (dT)(X) is ray-linear, it follows from Theorem 1 that (dT)(X) can be reformulated and represented into the form (dT)(X)=r/Rd T. That is, by substituting d(X) with r/Rd and T(X) with r/RT into (4), (dT)(X) is rewritten by
Equation (5) indicates that for any X, the influential radius Rd T of ray-scaling operation (dT)(X) is Rd T = Rd/RT n . This implies that when a ray-scaling operation (d T)(X) is used as a distance function, then  For any X, the influential radius Rd T =Rd/RT n for X is different because the value RT for X, i.e. the influential radius of T(X) for X, is different depending on the direction of vector [x, y, z].
 Consequently, the surface (dT)(X)=1 is viewed as the surface d(X)=1 whose points (x, y, z)d -1 (1) are scaled by different RT n , depending on (x, y, z). That is, all the points (x, y, z)d -1 (1) are scaled by an individual and different scaling factor RT n .
Thus, by choosing a non-sphere ray-scaling object T(X)=1, a soft object f(X)=(P。d)(X)=0.5 can be deformed, not proportionally, by using ray-scaling operation f(X)= (P。(dT))(X)=0.5.
To obtain a non-sphere ray-scaling object T(X) =1, the following functions are qualified to be used as T(X) because they all are ray-linear:
 Super-ellipsoids: T(X)=(|x/a| p +|y/b| p +|z/c| p ) 1/p ,  Super-quadrics: T(X)=((|x/a| p1 +|y/b| p1 ) p2/p1 +|z/c| p2 ) 1/p2 ,  Generalized distance functions [2] .
Depending on parameter n in (dT)(X) and the size and the shape of T(X)=1, (dT)(X) are discussed as follows.
(|x/30| 2 +|y/30| 2 +|z/30| 2 ) 1/2 and T(X) be (|x| p +|y| p +|z| p ) 1/p . Thus, (P。(dT))(X)=0.5 with n=1 and p varying from 3, 5, 7, to 10 erodes the sphere object d(X)=0.5 and make it change from a ball to a six-balled surface as in Fig. 4 . Besides, as parameter n increases, the value of Rd T = Rd/RT n gets smaller. This is, as n increases, the eroding effect becomes more and more significant, too. For example, following the case in Fig. 4 but with p=7, (P。(dT))(X)=0.5 erodes the object (P。d))(X) =0.5 into a six-balled object with deeper edges by varying n from 1.5, 2, 2.5, to 3, as shown in Fig. 5 . More generally, if scaling object T(X)=1 is a unit polyhedron, then (P。(dT))(X)=0.5 deforms a sphere (P。d)(X)=0.5 into a multi-balled object and every facet of the polyhedron generate a ball. Fig. 6 shows a six-balled object because a cube with six-facets was used as the scaling object. Here is an example of Fig. 6(a) . Then, (P。(dT))(X)= 0.5 with n=7 deforms the ball in Fig. 6(b) into a ten-balled object, as in Fig. 6(c) .
When ray-scaling object T(X)=1 is smaller than a unit sphere
When ray-scaling object T(X)=1 is smaller than a unit sphere, such as T(X) =(|x| p +|y| p +|z| p ) 1/p ,p<2,  Ray-scaling operation (P。(dT))(X)=0.5 enlarges or dilates soft object (P。d)(X)=0.5 locally.
 The dilating effect becomes more obvious as p decreases from 2 to 1 or as n in (5) increases from 1 to   If scaling object T(X)=1 is a rhombohedron, then (P。(dT))(X)=0.5 deforms and enlarge a sphere (P。 d)(X)=0.5 into a multi-balled object and every facet of the rhombohedron generate a big ball. All above are explained as follows. Let T(X) be (|x| p +|y| p +|z| p ) 1/p . Thus, scaling object T(X)=1 is smaller than a unit sphere when p<2 and n1, and as in Fig. 7 , the shape T(X)=(|x| p +|y| p +|z| p ) 1/p =1 shrinks from a sphere to be a rhombohedron. Because RT is always less than 1 for any XR 3 , Rd/RT n of (dT)(X), Rd T , is always greater than Rd of d(X). This implies that ray-scaling (dT)(X) enlarge the object d(X)=1 when setting p<2 and n1. Especially, when the scaling object is a rhombohedron like the first object in Fig. 8 , ray-scaling (dT)(X) deforms a sphere into an eight-balled object because rhombohedron has eight facets.
For example, let d(X) be a sphere (|x/20| 2 +|y/20| 2 +|z/20| 2 ) 1/2 and T(X) be (|x| 1.2 +|y| 1.2 +|z| 1.2 ) 1/1.2 . As a result, (dT)(X)= 0.5 enlarges the sphere d(X)=0.5 and become a 8-balled object, as in Fig. 8(c) . In addition, as shown in Fig. 8(d) , the dilation effect of (dT)(X) on d(X)=1 become less and less obvious as parameter p decreases from 2 to 1. Fig. 8(d) shows ray-scaling (P 。 (dT))(X)=0. Than -1 
When Parameter n in (dT)(X) is Set Less
When ray-scaling object T(X)=1 is bigger than a unit sphere
When ray-scaling object T(X)=1 is bigger than a unit sphere,  Ray-scaling operation (P。(dT))(X)=0.5 enlarges or dilates soft object (P。d)(X)=0.5 locally.
 The dilation effect becomes more obvious as p increases from 2 to  or as n decreases from -1 to -.
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All above are explained as follow. Let T(X) be (|x| p +|y| p +|z| p ) 1/p . Then, the scaling object T(X)=1 is bigger than a unit sphere when p>2. Thus, for n<0, Rd/RT n of (dT)(X), Rd T , is always greater than Rd of d(X) for any XR 3 . This implies that, when p2 and n<0, ray-scaling (dT)(X) enlarges the shape d(X)=1. In addition, Fig. 10 shows how the dilation effect varies as p increases gradually from 2 to  or as n decreases from -1 to -. Let d(X) be a super-ellipsoid (|x/20| 7 +|y/20| 7 +|z/20| 7 ) 1/7 =1 in Fig. 9 (a) and T(X) be (|x| p +|y| p +|z| p ) 1/p =1. Fig. 9(b) shows the dilation change of (P。(dT))(X)=0.5 with n =-1 and p varying from 3, 5, to 7. Fig. 9(c) shows the dilation change of (P。(dT))(X)=0.5 with p=4 and n varying from -1.5, -1.8, to -2.
(a) (b) (c) 
When ray-scaling object T(X)=1 is smaller than a unit sphere
When ray-scaling object T(X)=1 is smaller than a unit sphere,  Ray-scaling operation (P。(dT))(X)=0.5 shrinks or erodes soft object (P。d)(X)=0.5 locally.
 The erosion effect becomes more obvious decreases from 2 to 1 or as n in (5) decreases from -1 to -. Let T(X) be (|x| p +|y| p +|z| p ) 1/p . Scaling object T(X)=1 is smaller than a unit sphere when p<2. Thus, for n<-1, Rd/RT n of (dT)(X), Rd T , is always less than Rd of d(X) for any XR 3 . This implies that ray-scaling (P。 (dT))(X)=0.5 shrinks soft object (P。d)(X)=0.5 when p<2 and n<-1.
Conclusion
In implicit surface modeling, affine transform enlarges or reduces an implicitly-defined soft object by performing a matrix multiplication. However, this kind of technique always give the same scaling factor to every point in 3D space, so it enlarges or reduces an object proportionally and totally in all directions. To conquer the problem, this paper has developed ray-scaling operations that can perform overall scaling via a scaling object defined by using a ray-linear function. The major differences of ray-scaling operations from affine transform are:
 Ray-scaling operations give an individual and different scaling factor, controlled by the chosen scaling object, to each point in different directions.
 Ray-scaling operations perform scaling by using a scaling object defined using a ray-linear function. Thus, by choosing suitable scaling objects, ray-scaling operations are able to erode or dilate a soft object locally. In this paper, super-ellipsoids, super-quadrics and generalized distance functions have been applied successfully as scaling objects and they can deform, i.e. dilate or erode, a sphere into a multiple-balled (six-balled, eight-balled or ten-balled) object by using a polyhedron as a scaling object.
